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CONCOURSE WALL SYSTEM
DURABLE. FUNCTIONAL. COST-EFFECTIVE.
Concourse is a new wall system designed to accommodate high traffic areas with a tough, durable panel surface
capable of withstanding daily abuse. Incorporating phenolic panels, Concourse provides the designer with a wide
variety of color options suitable for any design aesthetic. A unique framing system positions components for ease
of installation, minimizing field cutting and shimming, and ensuring an on-time and cost-effective installation.
Factory assembled panels are precision cut to size and include horizontal exposed trim and attachment profiles.
The designer can be assured of a consistent and quality installation every time.
Perfect for use in airports, mass transit facilities, hospitals and elevator cab interiors, Concourse provides a low
profile system that allows for multiple panel sizes and configurations. Minimal extrusion profiles create clean lines
without shadow lines or gaps. Fry Reglet provides shop drawings, detailed installation instructions and on-site
delivery.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
• Installs easily over standard partitions
• Vertically progressive installation allows for ease of panel removal
• Phenolic panels available in hundreds of color options
• Unique framing design accommodates expansion and contraction of panels
• Extruded aluminum framing is 70% recycled material
* Patent pending
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CONCOURSE

ATTENTION TO DETAIL - CONCOURSE.
Concourse is a pre-engineered wall system that consists of an extruded aluminum framework designed
to solve all of your project conditions including interfacing with ceilings and floors, inside and outside
corners, windows and door frames.
PANELS
Phenolic panels are factory cut to size to accommodate your design intent. Panels at perimeters,
terminations and openings are easily field modified as required. Concourse is designed to allow for
multiple panel widths and heights on any or all elevations.
FINISHES
5/16” Phenolic panels are available in a multitude of colors and designs including Solid Colors,
Metallics, Neons, Pastels, Wood Grains, Stones and custom finishes.
FRAMING
Exclusive framing design minimizes field cutting, notching and shimming. Panels install in a vertically
progressive manner allowing them to be removed with minimal effort. Panel framing incorporates
integral recesses that allow for expansion and contraction. Bottom track is designed to allow for base
installation with minimal trimming. Vertical framing components and bottom track can be installed prior
to arrival of panels so project can begin as early as possible. Top track provides coverage of the tops of
panels concealing any out-of-level conditions.
Framing components are extruded from 6063 T-5 aluminum and contain at least 70% recycled material.
Framing is available clear anodized or factory powder painted.
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